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Beef production - Dave Robertson BVSC, BSc

Beef heifer fertility – Ovary scanning 
insights from the Beef and Lamb Genetics 
progeny test. 
It has been interesting feature of my travels with the Beef 

Cattle Fertility Project to drill deeper into when heifers 

actually start cycling. The standard NZ beef cattle resources 

say the target weight for mating angus beef heifers is 280 

– 300kg.  Last month we have ovary scanned herds around 

New Zealand (Otago, Canterbury, Gisborne, Hawkes Bay), 

where less than 10% had shown evidence of cycling activity, 

despite averaging close to 300kg. It will be very interesting 

when we re-scan all these heifers just prior to mating to re-

measure, amongst other things, cycling activity. 

It is looking likely that the minimum mating weight target 

needs to be much higher than what the text books state for 

optimum 1st service conception rates. Because heifers are 

only mated for 2 cycles, it is critical to ensure every heifer 

gets 2 chances of being mated in order to achieve an 88% 

in-calf rate. 

Recommendation for heifer mating: 

  Weigh all heifers prior to mating. Develop a minimum 

target going to the bull based on 60% of mature cow 

Mineral supplementation
Cobalt/B12 - Low B12 levels have been a common feature 

of some of the beef cattle mineral profi les we have done. 

Yearling and adult samples have come back low. This will be 

a feature of the high water content and low fi bre content 

of spring grass. It will effect growth and feed conversion 

effi ciency. 

A top up with Prolaject 12 is a short acting option to top up 

animals prior to mating or fi nishing off. Once more clover 

comes through and the grass hardens off this one treatment 

may be enough. There are slow release bolus and injection 

options as well, e.g. Smartshot would be a good option for 

reared calves. 

Dave Robertson BVSC, BSc 

It is a great opportunity with the 

current conditions to feed animals 

optimally, establish winter feed crops 

and recharge supplement supplies. 

However, many farmers comment that 

stock don’t “do” in these conditions. 

With less sun comes less soluble 

sugars in the grass, less fi bre and a 

great opportunity for parasite larvae 

to develop rapidly. Driving around you 

can certainly spot the ewes that have 

had long acting drench versus those 

that haven’t! We have seen some very 

high egg counts in undrenched stock, 

and blood tests of cattle are showing 

low B12 levels. 

In these conditions these are some 

weight. Eg 600kg cow -> 360kg heifer. 550kg cow ->330kg

  Exclude light heifers. Even if they get in calf (which they 

can do) they are more likely to have calving issues through 

smaller pelvis and frame size. 

The Bull side of the Equation:

Bull selection for heifers is important. Looking at the eBVs 

for calving ease, gestation length and birth weights is a good 

tool. In order to be usefull for interpretation the bulls have 

enough accuracy in their data set. 

Below are 2 bulls from the same stud that have very different 

traits. You cannot always pick these traits by eye. The bull 

on left would be ideal for heifer mating. The bull on the 

right would not, with higher birth weight, and more assisted 

calvings in his pedigree. 

Yearling bulls need to be 350kg and a minimum scrotal 

circumference of 30cm. Ratio of 1:25 

is standard. It is worthwhile looking 

up these calving effi ciency eBVs on 

your yearling bulls, We can easily do 

this for you if you are unfamiliar with 

the database.

animal health interventions to consider:

  Docking drench of ewes, especially if 

not having had long acting treatments 

pre-lamb. I have had reports of ewes 

responding well to this. 

  Pre-weaning tape drench of lambs.  

  Additional drench for yearling 

cattle, plus B12 and selenium if not 

previously addressed. 

  Fly and feet are going to be other 

niggles this spring and summer 

if preventative measures are not 

undertaken pre-Christmas. Treating 

lambs at tailing for lameness can be 

well worth it. Having an extra person 

squirting blue spray between “scaldy” 

toes works really well to break the 

cycle and keep their growth rate on 

track. Foot bathing cycles will also be 

warranted. 

Zolvix Plus Launch 
Veterinary advisors spread the message for 

many years that it was unlikely any new 

drench active ingredients would reach 

our farms. Then within the space of 

2 years, two new drench actives 

were launched, monopantel 

(Zolvix), and Durquantel ( in 

Startect combination).

Because durquantel lacked 

effi cacy against ostertagia worms, it was 

launched in combination with abamectin, as 

Startect. 

Monopantel is a highly effective chemical, so it was 

launched as the only active ingredient in Zolvix.

We now welcome the release of Zolvix Plus. This has the 

addition of abamectin, making it a true combination drench. 

“Combinations combat resistance”, so  relaunching  Zolvix 

as a combination product  will protect  monopantel as a 

very effi cient anthelmintic for many years to come.

Elanco announced at the Zolvix Plus launch that they 

had found over 80 suppliers of chemical abamectin 

worldwide, and of these there were only 2 they had 

confi dence in!

Zolvix Plus is marginally dearer than Zolvix, but it 

represents an outstanding  novel drench product 

which should be strategically used (exit and quarantine 

drenches) to protect and grow your farming business.

Simon Laming, 
Veterinary Centre 

Director

Sample
Beef Cattle Serum B12

 (pmol/litre)

1 138

2 70 (Low)

3 59 (Low)

4 39 (Low)

5 57 (Low)

6 <37 (Low)

Average 67 (Low)

Reference 
Range 81-1000

Examples of beef cattle bloods 

taken in our district this spring.
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We often get asked whether it’s 

worthwhile drenching lambs pre-

weaning? Survey work showed that up 

to 90% of farmers routinely drench 

their lambs at this point, targeting 

perceived benefi ts of better growth 

rates, less dags, and less pasture 

contamination. Unfortunately any 

increase in drenching also carries an 

increased risk of selection pressure for 

resistance. It is therefore good to have 

some clear evidence of the benefi ts of 

such strategies so that the pro’s and 

con’s can be weighed up. 

In 2010, to answer this question, Beef 

+Lamb NZ funded a trial looking at 

the effects of a pre-weaning drench 

(normal roundworm), with or without a 

The Scotts, Wavering Downs, Southburn, 
Border Leicesters
The Scott’s of Southburn have been breeding Border 

Leicesters at Wavering Downs since 1937. Jim Scott initiated 

the breeding program. His son, Owen and grandson, Duncan, 

along with wife Amy, now currently run the business. They 

are one of 30-odd Border breeders in NZ. Annually they sell 

25-50 rams, mostly to private buyers who return year after 

year. Recently, they also sold two rams to Uruguay, a fi rst for 

the Border Leicester Society there. 

Owen & Duncan see Border Leicesters as a true dual-purpose 

breed. They are strong advocates of the system of crossing 

Border rams over Romney, Corriedale and Merino ewes. This 

takes advantage of the easy lambing and survival of border-

cross lambs, that then rapidly grow out to decent slaughter 

weights. “1st cross Border Leicester ewes are renowned for 

being prolifi c, great mothers with superior milking ability 

for rapid early lamb growth. Additionally, “Wool is not a by-

product”. With Border Leicester cross ewes you get a heavy, 

high quality crossbred fl eece. 

Owen & Duncan are passionate about breeding Border 

Leicester rams, and truly believe you cannot beat a Border-

cross ewe. The rams are SIL recorded, though the Scott’s 

believe visual assessment is still the most important tool to 

choose a ram.

Owen Scott with Border Liecesters at Waverly Downs, Southburn.

John Mulholland, Roundhill Stud, 
Ranfurly, Romneys
John Mulholland runs Roundhill Romney Stud near 

Ranfurly. He has been breeding Romneys since 1986 

and focuses on having a good meaty carcass with a 

medium style fl eece. He has 16 Ram hoggets for sale 

this year.

John tags the last of his hogget lambs

Gerard and Stuart Weir breed PerFinnTex near Waipiata. 

They found the breed to thrive on their property and 

had the opportunity to purchase a stud 3 years ago. The 

focus is on breeding a sheep with good confi rmation 

and constitution foremost that will perform under tough 

conditions. The breed is inherently fertile and has a 

good mothering ability. The current breeding focus is 

on lifting wool weights. 

Gerard and Stuart Weir, 
Waipiata, PerFinnTex

In Closing
Ram health and well-being has been a topic that the 

Veterinary Centre has been throwing plenty of light 

on this year. We look forward to discussing these 

fi ndings and many other relevant topics with you on 

this seasons ram soundness and dog vaccination runs. 

Contact our Veterinary Centre 
to secure your order at least 
8 weeks before you intend to 
introduce the ram.

TOXOVAX IS MADE TO ORDER,
SO CONTACT OUR VETERINARY 
CENTRE NOW TO MAKE A PLAN.

AVAILABLE FROM 

1st NOVEMBER 2016

Pre-weaning Drenching – what does the science say?

tapeworm drench (+ Praziquantel). Both 

of these were compared to a control 

group that received no drench. The 

tapeworm question was an interesting 

addition – it had long been thought 

that tapeworm didn’t adversely affect 

growth. However some more recent 

studies had challenged the theory that 

tapeworms are benign, and farmers 

also routinely report that they believe 

tapeworm causes a smelly scour that is 

attractive to strike fl ies.  

Key Findings:

Weaning Weight

  Lambs given a roundworm drench 

were ~ 0.5kg heavier at weaning 

than the control group

  Lambs given roundworm + tape 

drench were ~ 1kg heavier at 

weaning than the control group

  Lambs given the additional tape 

drench showed a 24g/d liveweight 

gain advantage over a straight 

roundworm drench

Dag Scores

  There was a dag reduction response 

to a roundworm drench. This 

response was slightly better when a 

tapeworm drench (praziquantel) was 

included
Overall, these fi gures did support the 
feeling of farmers that a pre-weaning 
drench will lead to heavier and cleaner 
lambs at weaning. The addition of a tape 
drench at this point may be benefi cial. 
Most of our clients opting for a Tape 
option would use “First Drench” (BZ, 
Levamisole + Praziquantel). As with all 
drenching questions, any gains should 
be weighed up against the increased 
risk of resistance. Our vets can help you 
examine these pro’s and con’s for your 

farming system, so make use of them!

With qualifying purchases you 

receive a tasty Ham on the 

bone or Crozier Turkey. (While 

stocks last).

OR FORGET THE HAM OR 

TURKEY AND DEDUCT $30 

OFF THE PURCHASE PRICE

Christmas 
Promotion
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Jeff Spillane, 
Commercial Manager

We are once again featuring some of our Ram breeding clients. These farmers have to be out there in the media 

to make their business work. As loyal clients of the Veterinary Centre we want them to get the recognition for 

the extra dedication that is required to produce seed stock.  Stud breeders play a vital role in not only driving 

the genetic progress of our sheep flocks, but also as a key source of information for commercial farmers. Their 

advice and views on farming practices, breeding values and animal health are, if not followed at least well known.

Chris Medlicott, Clifton Downs, 
Waimate, Southdowns
The Medlicott’s are well known for their southdowns. Chris 
Medlicott’s grandfather Jack Medlicott started the stud in 
1956, his father Bill has been called the saviour of the breed 
when it went through what were the lean years (in more 
ways than one) of the 80’s.  
The Clifton Downs stud regularly tops the Christchurch stud 
fair for all breeds with his type being well sort after.  However 
Chris’s main operation is lamb fi nishing at the Hook property 
in South Canterbury. It is from this side of the business that 
Chris draws his Southdown breeding focus. “We don’t just 
need out and out growth rate, we need fi nishing ability in our 
lambs”. The Clifton Downs rams are privately sold through 
December going over a variety of ewe types. 
“We used to sell a lot for hogget mating, but the majority 
are now going out with mixed age cross breds or fi ne wool 
ewes…the type of country most ewes are run on now means 
we need terminal lambs that can be weaned off mothers 
prime or soon after”.  
Chris has a focus for structural soundness and breeding 
a balanced terminal ram that is not too extreme and has 
longevity for commercial use. 
When asked about the sheep industry, Chris is positive “we 
need to stop going on about meat companies and look at 
ourselves and our own businesses and see how we can do 
better. There is still a living to be made out of sheep farming”. 

Chris Medlicott and his Southdowns

Barrie Rae, North Otago, Poll Dorset

Barrie Rae has been breeding Poll Dorset sheep 

in North Otago since 1972 when the Cragniue Poll 

Dorset stud was founded, alongside the Cragniue 

Romney stud (est. 1958), on ewes bought from T. P 

Lowe and Co. from the well-known Windermere stud 

at Ashburton.

A major breakthrough with the Poll Dorset stud 

came (in association with Andrew Brown from the 

Aorere stud at All Day Bay) with the use of Australian 

genetics through artifi cial insemination to produce a 

totally different type of sheep to the long, lean New 

Zealand type of the day. 

It resulted in a sheep with a much meatier loin and 

hindquarter and Barrie’s focus on those traits have 

continued to this day.

Cragniue Poll Dorsets have been sold throughout 

New Zealand and to Australia, Mexico and China, and 

Cragniue stud sires have had a major impact in many 

of the major studs in New Zealand.

Barrie Rae and his Poll Dorset rams



Wade Newlands and Eric Ross, 
Collie hills Partnership, Haka Valley, 
Corriedales and Suffolk
Wade Newlands has recently taken over full management 

of Collie Hills from father-in-law Eric Ross, whose family 

has farmed at their location in the Hakataramea Valley 

since the 1800s. A sheep and beef enterprise, ram 

breeding became a focus starting with Corriedales in 

1954 and adding in Suffolks in 1981. 

Corriedales have a strong history in the Haka Valley; 

desirable due to their ability to thrive in tough conditions. 

At Collie Hills it’s current appeal is as an excellent dual-

purpose breed, producing quality fl eeces and lambs 

with good weaning weights. The Suffolk is recognized 

for producing large, quick maturing lambs. High fertility 

is an important trait for both breeds with SIL recording 

used as a measure of performance. 

Collie Hills sells 130-150 rams of each breed yearly to 

locations throughout the South Island, but in recent 

years they have branched out overseas, selling a 

Corriedale ram to Brazil and Suffolks to Mexico and 

England. Naturally they keep the best 6-8 rams back 

for themselves as their constant endeavor is to improve 

the genetics and breeding potential of both breeds.

Wade Newlands with Corriedale and Suffolk rams

Blair and Jane Smith, Newhaven, 
North Otago, Perendale
Blair and Jane Smith run one of New Zealand’s most 

substantial, registered stud, Perendale fl ocks – and the 

team at Newhaven Perendales relish the opportunity to 

challenge their genetics in the harsh conditions that North 

Otago hill country has to offer. Over the past 45 years, 

Newhaven has become well known for producing robust 

Perendale and Perendale-Texel cross rams that continue to 

push productivity and profi tability in both meat and wool. 

With clientele ranging from the North Island’s East Coast, to 

Fiordland, Australia and even Bangladesh - these are extreme 

testing grounds for genetics to withstand and perform. “It’s 

one thing to challenge our genetics in our hill country, but 

the proof is in the pudding through how our sheep perform 

in a wide variety of conditions”. With over 250,000 lambs 

sired by Newhaven genetics each year, this is a responsibility 

that the team at Newhaven take very seriously, and is shown 

through their impressive genetic gains.

Newhaven Perendales. Inset Jane and Blair Smith.

Stonehenge, Patearoa,  Merino, Halfbred & Romney
Stonehenge near Patearoa have 

Merino, Halfbred and Romney rams 

for sale this season. Charlie Hore 

says rams are in excellent condition 

after a favourable spring. Romney 

rams have a strong focus on wool 

and a traditional carcass as do the 

halfbreds which are all fi rst crosses. 

Merino genetics are sourced 

from various studs but based on 

a Merryvale bloodline. Bold deep 

crimping wool is a feature of the 

Stonehenge Merinos. 
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We often get asked whether it’s 

worthwhile drenching lambs pre-

weaning? Survey work showed that up 

to 90% of farmers routinely drench 

their lambs at this point, targeting 

perceived benefi ts of better growth 

rates, less dags, and less pasture 

contamination. Unfortunately any 

increase in drenching also carries an 

increased risk of selection pressure for 

resistance. It is therefore good to have 

some clear evidence of the benefi ts of 

such strategies so that the pro’s and 

con’s can be weighed up. 

In 2010, to answer this question, Beef 

+Lamb NZ funded a trial looking at 

the effects of a pre-weaning drench 

(normal roundworm), with or without a 

The Scotts, Wavering Downs, Southburn, 
Border Leicesters
The Scott’s of Southburn have been breeding Border 

Leicesters at Wavering Downs since 1937. Jim Scott initiated 

the breeding program. His son, Owen and grandson, Duncan, 

along with wife Amy, now currently run the business. They 

are one of 30-odd Border breeders in NZ. Annually they sell 

25-50 rams, mostly to private buyers who return year after 

year. Recently, they also sold two rams to Uruguay, a fi rst for 

the Border Leicester Society there. 

Owen & Duncan see Border Leicesters as a true dual-purpose 

breed. They are strong advocates of the system of crossing 

Border rams over Romney, Corriedale and Merino ewes. This 

takes advantage of the easy lambing and survival of border-

cross lambs, that then rapidly grow out to decent slaughter 

weights. “1st cross Border Leicester ewes are renowned for 

being prolifi c, great mothers with superior milking ability 

for rapid early lamb growth. Additionally, “Wool is not a by-

product”. With Border Leicester cross ewes you get a heavy, 

high quality crossbred fl eece. 

Owen & Duncan are passionate about breeding Border 

Leicester rams, and truly believe you cannot beat a Border-

cross ewe. The rams are SIL recorded, though the Scott’s 

believe visual assessment is still the most important tool to 

choose a ram.

Owen Scott with Border Liecesters at Waverly Downs, Southburn.

John Mulholland, Roundhill Stud, 
Ranfurly, Romneys
John Mulholland runs Roundhill Romney Stud near 

Ranfurly. He has been breeding Romneys since 1986 

and focuses on having a good meaty carcass with a 

medium style fl eece. He has 16 Ram hoggets for sale 

this year.

John tags the last of his hogget lambs

Gerard and Stuart Weir breed PerFinnTex near Waipiata. 

They found the breed to thrive on their property and 

had the opportunity to purchase a stud 3 years ago. The 

focus is on breeding a sheep with good confi rmation 

and constitution foremost that will perform under tough 

conditions. The breed is inherently fertile and has a 

good mothering ability. The current breeding focus is 

on lifting wool weights. 

Gerard and Stuart Weir, 
Waipiata, PerFinnTex

In Closing
Ram health and well-being has been a topic that the 

Veterinary Centre has been throwing plenty of light 

on this year. We look forward to discussing these 

fi ndings and many other relevant topics with you on 

this seasons ram soundness and dog vaccination runs. 

Contact our Veterinary Centre 
to secure your order at least 
8 weeks before you intend to 
introduce the ram.

TOXOVAX IS MADE TO ORDER,
SO CONTACT OUR VETERINARY 
CENTRE NOW TO MAKE A PLAN.
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Pre-weaning Drenching – what does the science say?

tapeworm drench (+ Praziquantel). Both 

of these were compared to a control 

group that received no drench. The 

tapeworm question was an interesting 

addition – it had long been thought 

that tapeworm didn’t adversely affect 

growth. However some more recent 

studies had challenged the theory that 

tapeworms are benign, and farmers 

also routinely report that they believe 

tapeworm causes a smelly scour that is 

attractive to strike fl ies.  

Key Findings:

Weaning Weight

  Lambs given a roundworm drench 

were ~ 0.5kg heavier at weaning 

than the control group

  Lambs given roundworm + tape 

drench were ~ 1kg heavier at 

weaning than the control group

  Lambs given the additional tape 

drench showed a 24g/d liveweight 

gain advantage over a straight 

roundworm drench

Dag Scores

  There was a dag reduction response 

to a roundworm drench. This 

response was slightly better when a 

tapeworm drench (praziquantel) was 

included
Overall, these fi gures did support the 
feeling of farmers that a pre-weaning 
drench will lead to heavier and cleaner 
lambs at weaning. The addition of a tape 
drench at this point may be benefi cial. 
Most of our clients opting for a Tape 
option would use “First Drench” (BZ, 
Levamisole + Praziquantel). As with all 
drenching questions, any gains should 
be weighed up against the increased 
risk of resistance. Our vets can help you 
examine these pro’s and con’s for your 

farming system, so make use of them!

With qualifying purchases you 

receive a tasty Ham on the 

bone or Crozier Turkey. (While 

stocks last).

OR FORGET THE HAM OR 

TURKEY AND DEDUCT $30 

OFF THE PURCHASE PRICE
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Beef production - Dave Robertson BVSC, BSc

Beef heifer fertility – Ovary scanning 
insights from the Beef and Lamb Genetics 
progeny test. 
It has been interesting feature of my travels with the Beef 

Cattle Fertility Project to drill deeper into when heifers 

actually start cycling. The standard NZ beef cattle resources 

say the target weight for mating angus beef heifers is 280 

– 300kg.  Last month we have ovary scanned herds around 

New Zealand (Otago, Canterbury, Gisborne, Hawkes Bay), 

where less than 10% had shown evidence of cycling activity, 

despite averaging close to 300kg. It will be very interesting 

when we re-scan all these heifers just prior to mating to re-

measure, amongst other things, cycling activity. 

It is looking likely that the minimum mating weight target 

needs to be much higher than what the text books state for 

optimum 1st service conception rates. Because heifers are 

only mated for 2 cycles, it is critical to ensure every heifer 

gets 2 chances of being mated in order to achieve an 88% 

in-calf rate. 

Recommendation for heifer mating: 

  Weigh all heifers prior to mating. Develop a minimum 

target going to the bull based on 60% of mature cow 

Mineral supplementation
Cobalt/B12 - Low B12 levels have been a common feature 

of some of the beef cattle mineral profi les we have done. 

Yearling and adult samples have come back low. This will be 

a feature of the high water content and low fi bre content 

of spring grass. It will effect growth and feed conversion 

effi ciency. 

A top up with Prolaject 12 is a short acting option to top up 

animals prior to mating or fi nishing off. Once more clover 

comes through and the grass hardens off this one treatment 

may be enough. There are slow release bolus and injection 

options as well, e.g. Smartshot would be a good option for 

reared calves. 

Dave Robertson BVSC, BSc 

It is a great opportunity with the 

current conditions to feed animals 

optimally, establish winter feed crops 

and recharge supplement supplies. 

However, many farmers comment that 

stock don’t “do” in these conditions. 

With less sun comes less soluble 

sugars in the grass, less fi bre and a 

great opportunity for parasite larvae 

to develop rapidly. Driving around you 

can certainly spot the ewes that have 

had long acting drench versus those 

that haven’t! We have seen some very 

high egg counts in undrenched stock, 

and blood tests of cattle are showing 

low B12 levels. 

In these conditions these are some 

weight. Eg 600kg cow -> 360kg heifer. 550kg cow ->330kg

  Exclude light heifers. Even if they get in calf (which they 

can do) they are more likely to have calving issues through 

smaller pelvis and frame size. 

The Bull side of the Equation:

Bull selection for heifers is important. Looking at the eBVs 

for calving ease, gestation length and birth weights is a good 

tool. In order to be usefull for interpretation the bulls have 

enough accuracy in their data set. 

Below are 2 bulls from the same stud that have very different 

traits. You cannot always pick these traits by eye. The bull 

on left would be ideal for heifer mating. The bull on the 

right would not, with higher birth weight, and more assisted 

calvings in his pedigree. 

Yearling bulls need to be 350kg and a minimum scrotal 

circumference of 30cm. Ratio of 1:25 

is standard. It is worthwhile looking 

up these calving effi ciency eBVs on 

your yearling bulls, We can easily do 

this for you if you are unfamiliar with 

the database.

animal health interventions to consider:

  Docking drench of ewes, especially if 

not having had long acting treatments 

pre-lamb. I have had reports of ewes 

responding well to this. 

  Pre-weaning tape drench of lambs.  

  Additional drench for yearling 

cattle, plus B12 and selenium if not 

previously addressed. 

  Fly and feet are going to be other 

niggles this spring and summer 

if preventative measures are not 

undertaken pre-Christmas. Treating 

lambs at tailing for lameness can be 

well worth it. Having an extra person 

squirting blue spray between “scaldy” 

toes works really well to break the 

cycle and keep their growth rate on 

track. Foot bathing cycles will also be 

warranted. 

Zolvix Plus Launch 
Veterinary advisors spread the message for 

many years that it was unlikely any new 

drench active ingredients would reach 

our farms. Then within the space of 

2 years, two new drench actives 

were launched, monopantel 

(Zolvix), and Durquantel ( in 

Startect combination).

Because durquantel lacked 

effi cacy against ostertagia worms, it was 

launched in combination with abamectin, as 

Startect. 

Monopantel is a highly effective chemical, so it was 

launched as the only active ingredient in Zolvix.

We now welcome the release of Zolvix Plus. This has the 

addition of abamectin, making it a true combination drench. 

“Combinations combat resistance”, so  relaunching  Zolvix 

as a combination product  will protect  monopantel as a 

very effi cient anthelmintic for many years to come.

Elanco announced at the Zolvix Plus launch that they 

had found over 80 suppliers of chemical abamectin 

worldwide, and of these there were only 2 they had 

confi dence in!

Zolvix Plus is marginally dearer than Zolvix, but it 

represents an outstanding  novel drench product 

which should be strategically used (exit and quarantine 

drenches) to protect and grow your farming business.

Simon Laming, 
Veterinary Centre 

Director
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